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Abstract: Human pluripotent stem cells represent a unique reservoir that could be utilized
for generating cells of a given lineage. Cancer immunotherapy field could benefit from this,
since one of the key limitations in developing an effective immune based cancer therapy is
the lack of sufficient high avidity anti-tumor T cells in a great majority of cancer patients.
The main reason for this is the fact that most human tumor antigens are "self-antigens" and
most self reactive high avidity T cells are deleted during development to avoid
autoimmunity. This manuscript reviews recent advances towards differentiating human
pluripotent stem (hPS) cells into different immune effector cells, and potential strategies to
utilize hPS cells in T cell based cancer immunotherapy approaches. We will also discuss the
advantages and concerns associated with their clinical applications.
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1. Introduction:

The development of our immune system is programmed in such a way that we have a complex
network of immune effectors that work in a coherent fashion to respond to the invading infectious
agents and protect us. Although the specificity and  protective efficacy of immune effectors to target
"foreign agents" has been established elegantly, it has long been quite a difficult puzzle for the tumor
immunologists to understand why the host immune system cannot mount a productive anti-tumor
immune response to target cancer cells and prevent it from developing into a tumor mass.

A careful analysis of  the tumor development process suggests that the normal host cellular
architecture, in response to several defined as well as yet undefined chain of events, transforms to give
rise to a small cell population, now termed as cancer stem cell [1], that leads to the development of the
tumor mass. Since cancer arise from within, i.e. cancer cells display a "self" cellular architecture, host
immune mechanisms cannot recognize and target them as efficiently as they would do so against the
foreign infectious agents and the host cells infected with pathogens. As a result, a growing tumor goes
undetected. Although, it is understandable that the nature would not allow the host immune system to
target its "self" cellular architecture, as this would lead to autoimmunity, it has long been the goal of
tumor immunologists to utilize the specificity and efficacy of host immune system to effectively target
and eradicate the tumor.

Despite numerous hurdles and countless failures, remarkable clinical responses observed in a
limited number of cancer patients, whether it is through the active specific immunization based
approaches or through adoptive administration of ex-vivo expanded anti-tumor T cells, have clearly
established that the T cell based cancer immunotherapy can produce an effective clinical response,
with far less side-effects that the chemotherapy or radiotherapy [2-9]. However, overall clinical
outcome has not yet matched their potential or the expectations [10, 11]. Novel strategies are needed to
harness the therapeutic potential of immune based cancer therapy approaches for the greater public
good. Interestingly, recent advances in human pluripotent stem cell field offer a unique opportunity to
tumor immunologists, not only to address the issues of existence and the biology of "cancer stem
cells", but also to utilize the human pluripotent stem cells (hPS) to generate immunologically matched,
patient specific, immune effectors, in sufficiently large numbers and with desired immunological
properties, to effectively target the tumor mass. This manuscript provides a brief overview of the T cell
based cancer immunotherapy approaches, recent advances in human embryonic stem cells (hES) field,
progress towards generating donor specific induced pluripotent stem cell (iPS) lines, derivation of
immune effectors from hPS (hES and iPS) cells, and its potential significance for the cancer
immunotherapy field.

2. T Cell Based Cancer Immunotherapy

While foreign infectious agents are dealt with by the antibody-mediated humoral arm of the host
immune system, T cell-mediated cellular immunity is critical for targeting the transformed cells as well
as the cells infected with foreign pathogens, displaying an altered cellular architecture than the normal
host cells. T cells can be put into two broad categories, CD4+ T cells and the CD8+ T cells. During
developmental cascade, hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) give rise to CD4+CD8+ double positive T
lineage progenitors that lead to  the development of single positive CD4 and CD8 T cells. Mature CD4
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and CD8 effector T cells recognize their target in context to specific MHC molecules and perform
distinct roles to shape up the host T cell immunity. CD8 T cells recognize their targets in context to
MHC class I molecules, exhibit antigen specific cytolytic effector response and are categorized as the
"lytic effectors". CD4 T cells on the other hand recognize their target antigenic epitope in context to
MHC class II molecules and can contribute as the immune facilitators/helpers or as the immune
suppressors/regulators. While most early active specific as well as adoptive cancer immunotherapy
approaches were aimed at generating CD8+ anti-tumor cytolytic T lymphocyte (CTL) response, it is
now well recognized that CD4 play essential role in mounting a productive CD8+ CTL response [12],
and incorporating CD4 T cells in cancer immunotherapy protocols could produce impressive clinical
results [13, 14].

Interestingly, a growing tumor employs multiple strategies to escape protective immune response
[15]. Among these includes the creation of a complex immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment
that leads to immune dysfunction of functional anti-tumor immune effectors and induction of CD4+
suppressor/regulatory T cells. Concerted efforts are underway to improve the efficacy of active
specific immunization as well as adoptive immunotherapy based cancer immunotherapy approaches
through multiple strategies [10, 16]. Among these includes, improving the immunogenic potential of
antigen presenting cells (APC) [17], utilizing novel antigen delivery tools to facilitate an optimum
processing and presentation of the antigen by the APC to the T cell precursors [18, 19], mitigating the
negative signals causing dysfunction of functional anti-tumor T cells [20], and also by interfering with
the activation induced cell death (AICD) mediated premature elimination of tumor reactive CTL [21,
22] to facilitate the generation of a robust and long lasting anti-tumor T cell response.

Although these approaches have sufficient merit, as mentioned before, since cancer cells have "self"
cellular architecture and most human tumor associated antigens are "self antigens",  immune repertoire
of most cancer patients does not harbor sufficient high avidity anti-tumor T cell precursors to mount a
protective anti-tumor immune response. To address this issue, methods are being developed to
genetically engineer donor derived normal T cell populations to function as potent anti-tumor
effectors. Among these approaches includes, by engrafting human peripheral blood derived T cells
with a transgenic TCR derived from anti-tumor T cells of cancer patients that harbor high avidity
tumor antigen specific T cells or by engrafting them with the hybrid antibody-T cell molecules, termed
T-body, comprised of the antigen recognition domain of an antibody and the signal transduction
domain of a T cell receptor [23-25].

TCR engineered anti-tumor T cells have been shown to produce significant clinical response in
melanoma patients [2]. However, several concerns have been raised against the clinical use of mature
effector T cells, engineered with either approach, since mature T cells already possess TCR of their
primary antigenic epitope specificities [24]. This could not only limit the transduction efficiency of the
transgenic TCR, novel chimeric hybrid TCRs of undesired reactivity might also be generated with
harmful consequences. In this context, the availability of methods to derive immune effectors from iPS
cells would make it is feasible to create a sufficiently large reservoir of patient specific anti-tumor T
cells through TCR engineering approach, that would not only harbor a defined tumor antigen specific
transgenic TCR, their functional properties could  also be customized, to effectively target the growing
tumor.
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3. Recent Advances In Human Pluripotent Stem Cell Research

Human pluripotent stem cells (hPS) represent a unique, homogenous, pluripotent cell population
that can be indefinitely maintained in an undifferentiated state under controlled culture conditions, and
can be differentiated into desired cell lineages under appropriate differentiation conditions. Although,
the therapeutic potential of the hPS based cell replacement therapy (CRT) is immense, until recently,
embryonic stem cells were considered as the sole source of pluripotent cells that could be utilized to
derive cell lineage(/s) of choice. The ethical and moral issues associated with the utilization of human
embryos to derive embryonic stem cell lines [26] have long been a major roadblock in advancing the
embryonic stem cell research and harnessing the therapeutic potential of hES cells, in a socially
responsible manner. In addition, since hES lines derived from a different donor would be allogenic to
the recipient's immune system, i.e. these cells would be recognized as "foreign", potential immune
rejection of hES derived cells used for CRT presents an additional barrier towards a therapeutic use of
hES derived cells.

Several approaches are being developed to address the potential immune rejection of hES derived
cells. Among these includes somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) approach [27] and the development
of a sufficiently large hES bank, genetic modification of hES cells etc. In SCNT approach, patient`s
somatic cell derived nuclei is introduced into an enucleated donor oocyte to derive cloned embryos
[27], from which patient matches hES lines can be derived. Creation of a large hES bank has been
proposed to ensure the availability of HLA matched hES cells for CRT. In addition, genetic
modification of hES cells making them immune receptive and the administration of immune
modulators, such as mesenchymal stem cells, before hES based CRT have also been proposed.
Although technically feasible, these approach do not address the ethical and moral issues associated
with hES based therapeutics to advance them into clinic.

Interestingly, following the observations that the fusion of hES and somatic cells lead to de-
differentation of somatic cell nuclei [28], key re-programming factors were identified that could be
utilized to generate iPS cells from the somatic cells [29, 30].  While initial reports on iPS generation
utilized recombinant viral vectors to deliver reprogramming factors, several different methodologies
are now available to generate iPS cells by non-viral methods [31], addressing concerns associated with
the clinical application of recombinant viral vectors. The availability of the technical know-how to
derive  iPS cells offer a unique opportunity not only to study the hPS cells without any moral or ethical
constraints, the development of donor specific iPS lines as the source material for the cell replacement
therapy (CRT) would also address the issue of immune rejection associated with allogenic hES derived
immune-incompetent cells, therefore, making it feasible to harness the therapeutic potential of hPS
cells. Figure. 1 schematically shows the methodology to generate iPS lines from human somatic cells,
and the iPS based CRT.
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Figure. 1. Schematic representation of derivation of patient specific induced pluripotent stem cell
(iPS) lines and patient specific cell replacement therapy (CRT).

While these developments are encouraging, concerns have also been raised about the safety and
therapeutic potential of iPS cells, since many human cancers have been shown to have up-regulated
expression levels of reprogramming factors used to derive iPS cells from somatic cells [32-34].
Systematic studies are needed to fully understand the level of similarities/ differences between iPS and
hES lines, establish the relative efficacy of iPS cells to generate different cell lineages and  their
detailed functional characterization, in comparison to hES derived cells. In addition, the tumorigenic
potential of iPS derived cells, in comparison to the hES derived cells, also needs to be carefully
examined.

4. Progress Towards Generating hematopoietic progenitors and Immune Effectors From Human
Pluripotent Stem Cells

All the blood cell lineages are derived from a common progenitor, the hematopoietic stem cells
(HSC), through a progressive differentiation process termed hematopoiesis. HSC are characterized by
their ability to differentiate into different hematopoietic lineages while retaining their capacity to self-
renew [35], as well as by an extensive proliferation capacity that decreases during ontogeny [36]. The
HSC compartment is a heterogeneous pool separated into several distinct subpopulations based on both
surface marker expression and retrospective identification of HSC, using in vivo and in vitro stem cell
assays. Following the generation of HSC, the differentiation cascade of HSC follows two distinct
paths, leading to the generation of lymphoid and myeloid progenitors. While lymphoid lineage
progenitors lead to the development of T, B, and NK cells, the myeloid lineage progenitors lead to the
generation of monocytes, granulocytes, erythrocytes and platelets.

In human fetal liver, umbilical cord blood (CB), and the bone marrow, 0.5%–5% of hematopoietic
cells express CD34 cell surface marker [37], and the cells with this phenotype harbor virtually all in
vitro clonogenic potential [38]. The adult CD34+ hematopoietic precursors have been characterized in
details and methodologies have also been developed to differentiate the human bone marrow and/ or
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cord blood derived adult CD34+ cells into APC [39] and T cells [40-42]. Interestingly, the pool of
CD34+ human hematopoietic stem cells is heterogeneous, and among the CD34+ cells, cells that do
not express mature lineage marker, CD38, i.e. CD34+CD38– cells, are regarded as the long-term
culture-initiating cells [35].  Over the last few years, a significant progress has been made towards the
differentiation of hPS (hES & iPS) cells into different cell types, including HSC [43-49], and the cell
surface markers, CD34, CD38, CD45, KDR etc., have been used to track the generation of HSC [45,
48, 50, 51]. While CD34 antigen has long been considered as the key positive marker for human
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells [35, 52], and most studies on differentiation of hES cells into
HSC have also relied on CD34 as the key marker to track the development of hematopoietic precursors
[45, 49-51], it is now well established that the human HSC can be CD34+ve as well as CD34-ve [53].

The availability of a reliable method to generate functional HSC from hES would offer a large
reservoir of HSC to derive different types of patient matched immune effectors. Towards this,
methodologies have been developed to differentiate the hPS (hES/ iPS) derived CD34+ cells into
natural killer (NK) cells [49], T cells [45, 51], and antigen presenting cells (APC) [50]. Although these
reports are encouraging, development of methods for an optimal expansion  of hPS derived HSC, their
differentiation into different cell types, and a detailed functional characterization of HSC derived cell
types are essential to advance them to the clinic.

5. Strategies to Utilize Human Pluripotent Stem Cells In T Cell Based Cancer Immunotherapy
Approaches

As discussed before, most T cell based cancer immunotherapy approaches, whether it active
specific immunization or the adoptive immunotherapy based approaches, utilize three key immune
effectors, the APC, CD8 T cells and CD4 T cells. The development of methods to identify,
characterize and isolate human monocytes, differentiate them into professional APCs, and maintain
such APC in culture conditions, led to the development of several active specific immunization
approaches. These approaches utilized administration of APCs, either pulsed with short synthetic
peptides representing human tumor associated antigenic epitope(/s) or genetically modified,
recombinant viral or non-viral vectors expressing human tumor antigen(/s) to effectively process and
present T cell epitopes to the immune repertoire of cancer patients, with an objective to generate
productive anti-tumor T cell responses. It should be noted that human peripheral blood derived APC
can be immunogenic as well as tolerogenic, and one of the key factor determining the success of APC
based active specific immunization schema is the immunogenic potential of APC. Several approaches
are being pursued to augment the quality of the APC, either by modifying them by introducing
immune facilitator cytokines, such as GM-CSF, or by knocking down endogenous immune suppressor
agents.

With the development of methods to generate patient specific APC and CD4 and CD8 T cells from
patient derived iPS cells, cancer immunotherapy field can enormously benefit from these advances.
Figure. 2 schematically shows some of the potential approaches to utilize human pluripotent stem
cells in cancer immunotherapy. As shown it is conceptually possible to derive patient specific APC
with defined immunogenic properties from patient derived iPS cells that would produce a superior
clinical outcome, as the quality of such APC could be better controlled, in the absence of the host
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immune suppression mechanisms. Towards this, recent progress towards generating antigen presenting
cells from hPS cells in several different laboratories is quite encouraging [54-57].

Figure. 2. Potential strategies to utilize human pluripotent stem cells in cancer immunotherapy.

As mentioned before, extremely low frequency of high avidity anti-tumor T cell precursors in most
cancer patients and the lack of an efficient method to simultaneously engage CD4 and CD8 T cells in
tumor immunity, especially in an antigen specific manner, represent key limitations towards
developing an effective cancer immunotherapy. Interestingly, we have recently shown that the TCR
engineering approach can not only be utilized to generate customized anti-tumor effector T cells; with
the availability of an appropriate MHC class I restricted transgenic TCR, it is also possible to engage
human CD4 T cells in tumor immunity, as MHC class I directed ``helper as well as lytic effectors``
[58, 59]. While these findings have significant clinical implications, concerns have been raised towards
the clinical utilization of the transgenic TCR engineered mature effector T cells, since mature T cells
possess TCR of their primary functional specificities. It is possible that the introduction of transgenic
TCR might lead to TCR-mixing, resulting in creation of novel chimeric TCRs with undefined
functional reactivities as well as self reactivities, in TCR engineered T cells. Recent findings in animal
model showing fatal graft versus host reaction [60] emphasize the need to establish strict quality
control checkpoints for clinical application of the engineered anti-tumor T cells. In this context, with
the availability of methods to derive effector T cells from hPS cells it is conceptually possible to create
an enormous reservoir of patient specific anti-tumor T cells that would express the TCR of a desired
functional specificity, through TCR engineering approach. In addition to the above discussed
approaches, HSC administration has been shown to produce an additive effect in animal model [61].
Anti-tumor potential of NK cells is also well established. Therefore, HSC and NK cells derived from
hPS cells could also be utilized in cancer immunotherapy.

Interestingly, a recent study in mouse model has demonstrated anti-tumor effect of hES cells [62],
in support of the long standing view that the administration of embryonic materials can induce anti-
tumor effect [63]. Although these findings are encouraging, the prevailing ethical and moral issues
associated with the derivation of HLA matched embryonic material and the tumorigenic potential of
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the hPS cells makes the therapeutic application of hPS cells as anti-cancer immunogenic agents a
challenge. While the HLA gene engineered hES cells could be utilized to derive recipient HLA
matched cells [64], patient derived iPS generated immune effectors might be the best clinical route.
With the availability of methods to differentiate hPS cells into HSC [47-49], HSC into APC [39, 50],
NK cells [49], as well as effector T cells [40-42, 45, 51], systematic studies are needed to examine the
functional properties of the hPS derived immune effectors, especially in context to a physiologically
relevant human tumor associated antigen. Studies in animal models [65] will also be critical to
establish the in-vivo anti-tumor potential of the hPS derived immune effectors, in order to advance
them to the clinic.

6. Conclusion

Among the key developments that could be credited to bring the human pluripotent stem cell
research field to its present status includes, derivation of human embryonic stem cell lines [26], the
creation of Dolly the sheep through SCNT technology [27], observations that the fusion of hES cells
with somatic cells results in de-differentiation of the somatic cell nucleus [28], identification of key re-
programming factors that could be utilized to derive iPS cells from somatic cells [29, 30], etc.
Although the prevailing belief that iPS cells are similar to the hES cells and recent progress towards
deriving different cell types from iPS cells offer hope that the hPS based CRT would just not remain a
distant goal but would soon become a reality, however, several critical issues need to be addressed to
advance iPS derived cells to the clinic. Among these includes, establishing the level of similarity
between iPS and hES cells, development of optimum differentiation conditions to derive cell lineages
of choice from iPS cells, detailed functional characterization of iPS derived cell lineages etc.
Understanding the tumorigenic potential of iPS derived cells is also critical since reprogramming
factors used to induce iPS generation have been shown to be up-regulated in various cancer cells. In
addition, key quality control checkpoints needs to be developed to ensure that the undifferentiated iPS
cells are not administered to the recipient that could lead to tumor development. With the availability
of a detailed understanding of the biology, safety and efficacy of iPS derived cells along these lines,
iPS cells could very well turn out to be a key asset for the treatment of various debilitating diseases,
including cancer.
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